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a figure of 1.1 million for them in 1946.73 The regional location
needs little explanation here, for it is governed not by any historical,
economic or social factors, but by climatic and soil requirements.
It is important, however, to note that the areas from which these
labourers are drawn have the largest concentration of bonded
and under-employed labourers.
In the second category of this type of "free" wage labourers
are included other agricultural labourers who are employed by
well-to-do and capitalist farmers on a more or less long-term basis.
Up to now, very little attention has been given to a study of the
development of capitalist agriculture, which though unlikely to
extend to any sizeable proportion of the total land cultivated in
India, does represent, even in an embryonic stage, a highly
significant phenomenon within the agrarian society and thus merits
greater study.
In a study of the rural economy of British Gujarat, M. B. Desai
found that in 1931-32,7.9 per cent of the area was cultivated by the
help of labourers hired on a long-term basis ; in 1941-42, it fell
to only 5.8 per cent.74 Similarly, Professors Thomas and Radha-
krishnan point out for Madras that the cultivation "with the aid
of farm-servants, which was in vogue in 1916-17, has been slowly
giving way to lease of lands on share or fixed rents".75 On the
basis of a wide sample survey in Bengal, Ambica Ghosh disclosed
that only 5.1 per cent of the land surveyed was cultivated by fully
hired labourers.76 The above evidence indicates that if less than
6 per cent of the land in Gujarat, which is among the most pros-
perous agricultural regions in India, was cultivated by full-time
hired labourers, it is unlikely that for India as a whole more than
five per cent of land would be cultivated with this type of labourer.
Since the unit of cultivation in such cases is bound to be larger
than average, it is reasonable to suppose that capitalist farmers
are much less than 5 per cent of total cultivators, probably between
one and two per cent. *
As pointed out earlier, one-seventh of total agricultural labourers
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